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SYNTHESE :

Différents composants internes des REP subissent un endommagement par
usure sous l'action des vibrations induites par les écoulements.

Afin de permettre des calculs prédictifs de ce type d'usure, un modèle d'usure
prenant en compte la cinétique réelle observée en réacteur a été développé.

La modélisation de l'usure proprement dite est le maillon final d'une suite de
calculs numériques qui commence par la détermination des excitations hydrauliques,
se poursuit par le calcul de la réponse dynamique de la structure et des chargements
dans les zones de contact, pour s'achever par l'estimation des volumes et des
profondeurs d'usure.

Un nouveau modèle industriel adapté aux composants internes des REP est
proposé. Son originalité est d'être fondée, d'une part sur des résultats expérimentaux
obtenus à l'aide de machines d'usure lors d'essais de relativement courte durée, et
d'autre part sur l'analyse statistique des données du retour d'expérience, ce qui permet
d'introduire dans le modèle d'usure la cinétique réelle observée sur le parc.

La description du modèle est illustrée par son application au cas des grappes de
commande.

Deux travaux sont en cours pour obtenir les valeurs de coefficients nécessaires
pour les différentes configurations et pour valider le modèle sur ces configurations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Certain intenal components of Pressurised Water Reactors are damaged by
wear when subjected to/vibration inducedJoy flow. In order to enable predictive
calculation of such wê ar, one must have a^ode l which takes account Reliably of real
damages.

/ / /
ion of numerical

ions induced by the
if the structure of finish

The modelling of wear represents a final link in a su
calculations which begins by the determination of hydraulic excj
flow. One proceeds, then, in the^dynamic response calculatioi
up withLan estmiationjifjifolipietrkrwear and of the depth of

A new concept of industrial wear model adapted to components of nuclear
plants is proposed. Its originality is to be supported, on one hand, by experimental
results obtained via wear machines of relatively short operational times, and, on the
other hand, by the information obtained from the operating feedback over real wear
kinetics of the reactors components.

The proposed model is illustrated by an example which corresponds to a
specific real situation. The determination of the coefficients permitting to cover all
assembly of configurations and the validation of the model in these configurations
have been the object of the most recent work.

(HT-22/96/028/A)
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NOMENCLATURE

A, b, C, D, d constants
F normal contact force (N)
f, g functions
H hardness (Pa)
k dimensionless wear coefficient
K wear coefficient (Pa'1)
L sliding distance (m)
m, n time constants (s1)
P wear work rate (W)
R wear rate ( m V )
R, initial wear rate (mV1)
S limit wear rate ( m V )
t time (s)
U percentage of worn section
v sliding rate (ms1)
V wear volume (m5)
W wear work (J)

1 • INTRODUCTION

In France, more than 75% of electric power is generated by
pressurized water reactors (PWR) operated by Electricite de France

(EDF). The French PWR power plants comprise 34 reactors in the
900 MW series and 20 reactors in the 1,300 MW series. Furthermore,
two reactors in the Series N4 (1,450 MW) are being put on stream in
the Chooz power plant and two others are under construction in
Civaux.

In order to ensure the safety and reliability of these reactors, and
to extend their potential life span, it is necessary to understand both
the kind of damage reactor components would encounter, and the
effects of service load on wear.

Subjected to flow-induced vibrations, tall slender tubular
structures held within supports that require constructional or
functional clearances are brought into contact with their guides
undergoing impact and sliding motions that often result in wear
damage. Several PWR components are particularly prone to this
degradation mode. These include rod cluster control (RCC)
assemblies and RCC guide tubes [1], in-core instrumentation
thimbles, and the fuel rod cladding made of Zircaloy; all located in
the primary cooling system (Fig. 1). In the secondary cooling system,
the steam generator tubes are worn against anti-vibration bars and
tube support plates as they come into contact.

Various attempts have been made, for both cooling systems, to
develop models to control and predict the component wear in order to



limit its damaging effects. In particular, much work has been done on
the wear of steam generator tubes. In this paper, we will present a
kinetic model which may be applied to both cooling systems.
However, the description and discussion of this model will be limited
to the RCC assemblies which are among the components that are of
major safety concerns in nuclear power plants.

2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENTS
Each reactor in the 900 MW series houses 53 RCC assemblies,

whereas there are 65 in the 1,300 MW series, and 73 in the N4 -
1,450 MW series.

Basically, the RCC assemblies play two major roles:
- they control the reactivity in the reactor core and consequently

govern the power on request by making the control rods move
stepwise [2],

- they stop the nuclear reactions and make die reactor shutdown
during an emergency by dropping the RCC assemblies as a whole.
The shutdown RCC assemblies, in particular, are normally held in a
higher position within their RCC guide tubes.

Each assembly consists of 24 absorbent rods held at the top by a
complex star-shaped component called "spider" which is attached to a
fluted drive shaft This arrangement allows the assembly to be
manoeuvered with the aid of electromagnetic devices located above
the reactor vessel head (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). Stepping is achieved
through the use of a dual system of grippers fitted with electro-magnet
actuated latch arms. The opening of each gripper in turn makes the
assembly move stepwise. In the event of an emergency shutdown, the
simultaneous opening of the two grippers allows the assembly fall by
gravity.

When the RCC assembly is pulled out of the core from the fuel
element assembly, it is introduced into a structure located above,
called "RCC guide tube", which has the same length as the fuel
elements (Fig. 5).

Immediately above the fuel elements, the RCC guide tube has a
continuous guidance area with a length of about 1 m for 900 MW
reactors and 0.5 m for 1,300 MW reactors. After that, guidance is
intermittent with guide cards set about 0.3 m apart. Each guide card
supports a section of the rod about 20 mm in length, and the jagged
shape of the guide card allows the rod-bearing spider to pass through
(Fig. 6).

A clearance of about 0.5 mm is provided in the guide cards and
the continuous guidance which is sufficient for the assemblies to
move freely and, in case of an emergency shutdown, to drop into
position within a period of time not exceeding a safety criterion-based
value.

The primary fluid passes through the upper internal structures
and the complex geometry of the RCC assembly guide columns
creating turbulences which induce the assembly to vibrate. At the top
of the assembly, significant amount of flow passes through the guide
plate and can cause excitations due to turbulence and fluid-structure
coupling in the ring-shaped area.

3 - WEAR OF RCC ASSEMBLIES
As these assemblies are exposed to complex flows passing

through the upper internal structures in the reactor vessel, vibration

induced wear, such as fretting, between the rods and their guide cards,
can occur.

Originally, the axial sliding motion of the control rods due to
stepping for load variations in the reactor was a source of concern for
wear, and tests were carried out by the French Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA) to assess the extent of the induced wear.
However, the results of the first inspection ever made on the RCC
assemblies in the 900 MW reactors in 1984 revealed that a great
amount of wear occurred on the shutdown RCC assemblies which had
been held stationary in a high position but very little wear on the rod
cluster control assemblies which had been subjected to stepping
motions.

This phenomenon seems to have affected all the reactors in the
900 MW series and the 1,300 MW series. They showed some specific
features in the worn areas, possibly because of the differences of
guide configurations and flow patterns from one series to the other. In
two extreme cases, a rod in a 900 MW reactor in Dampierre 1 was
ruptured in September 1988 and one in Gravelines 4 was ruptured in
1989. In both cases, the rupture was due to fatigue in an area where
the mechanical strength had been greatly reduced by wear that was so
severe that the cladding had been perforated.

Consequently, several actions have been carried out in parallel by
various Divisions in EOF and the manufacturer, Framatome, to
develop preventive procedures. These include: assessment of
maximum admissible wear in order to establish rejection criteria for
the worn RCC assemblies [3]; development of a maintenance strategy
for periodic wear inspection and repositioning of the shutdown RCC
assemblies between inspections so as to distribute the wear over a
broader area; flow pattern studies to minimise vibration and surface
engineering research to develop better wear resistance surfaces; and a
large scale research and development programme with the aim to
improve the understanding and modelling of the sequencing of the
phenomena involved, i.e. hydraulic sources of assembly excitation,
response of the structure under non-linear dynamic conditions with
shocks, and impact/sliding wear of the rods and guides.

At EDF, all these studies have been assembled into a multi-
annual research and development project named "Wear of RCC
assemblies". Elsewhere, cooperative studies are being conducted
jointly by Framatome, EDF and the French Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA) in a concerted effort to pool all the acquired
knowledge and results..

4 • OVERALL APPROACH FOR THE MODELLING OF
IMPACT/SLIDING WEAR PHENOMENA ON THE RCC
ASSEMBLIES

The objective is to develop a general model for the numerical
simulation of wear of RCC assemblies under the action of flow-
induced vibrations [5].

The simulation tool which can now be used for certain
configurations has been incorporated into the Code_Aster which is a
mechanical code developed by the Research and Development
Division at EDF. It is to be used to help interpret the observed wear
and, more specifically, for predictive modelling which will serve as a
basis for maintenance strategies, and for parametric studies for



assessing in advance the effect of the modifications made in
components so as to ultimately reduce wear.

The modelling is carried out in three stages, namely:
- the determination of hydraulic excitation sources,
- the calculation of the RCC assembly response under non-linear

dynamic conditions which allows one to know the displacements and
contact forces of each guide,

- the modelling of wear based on energy-related variables (wear
work rate, etc) calculated for the contact areas, to calculate the wear
volumes and wear depths as functions of time.

Field data from the operation of French nuclear power plants
would provide valuable data to improve the knowledge of real wear
kinetics while allowing the whole simulation tool to be validated by
comparing the analytical results with those from real operating
conditions.

5 - DETERMINATION OF HYDRAULIC EXCITATION
SOURCES

A full-scale mockup, named Magaly, consisting of a complete
RCC assembly with its control rod drive shaft and control rod drive
mechanism, a complete guide tube and the upper portion of the fuel
assembly, for operation in water at 40°C has been built by Framatome
at the request of EDF. Tests in the Magaly have revealed two main
sources of excitation; one located at the outlet of the continuous
guidance where strong turbulences exist, the other at the top near
where the control rod drive shaft passes through the housing plate. In
the latter location, there is a fluid-structure coupling phenomenon
[6,7].

Two other instrumented hydraulic mockups were also built at
EDF. The Grappe 1 represents the continuous guidance and the first
three spans of the intermittent guidance. The Grappe 2 represents the
crossing of the housing plate by the control rod drive shaft.

An inverse method has been developed which allows one to
obtain modal excitations in the frequency domain from accelerometer
measurements made on one of the mockup rods. A Monte-Carlo
method then generates turbulent forces which are placed in the time
domain by an Inverse Fourier Transform and applied in the next stage
to the nodes of the finite-element model of the RCC assembly.

The hydraulic sources have been characterized using the
geometrical configuration of the 900 MW series. Since application of
these characteristics to other series would only yield approximate
results, another modulable model will be built in order to take account
of the various possible configurations of the lower portion of the
guide column.

There are other experimental studies jointly conducted by EDF,
Framatome and the CEA with the aim to assess the scope of fluid
damping in the continuous guidance.

Lastly, a N3S code developed by the R and D division of EDF
will be used to gain more precise knowledge of the flows in the upper
internal structures and within the guide tubes.

6 - CALCULATION OF THE RCC ASSEMBLY RESPONSE
UNDER NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC CONDITIONS

The action of hydraulic excitations causes the control rods to
chatter against the guide cards creating hazardous contact conditions
which could cause impact/sliding wear.

The determination of both the displacement of control rods
within the guide tubes, and of the forces involved when contact
occurs is a non-linear dynamics problem.

The solution of this problem is based upon the so-called Ritz
method. This is an approximate dynamic analysis method which
allows one to significantly reduce the size of the computational
system. The problem is simplified based on the natural vibrational
modes of the free structure [8].

Non-linearities due to shocks and friction are smoothed out on
the basis of theoretical descriptions (Signorini conditions for a normal
contact and Coulomb's law for the friction) by applying a penalty
technique which involves stiffness and damping for the shocks, and a
friction coefficient and damping for sliding and adhesion.

Experimental validation involving uni and bi-axial, sinusoidal or
random excitations in air and water, and one or two supports of
various geometries was carried out on the custom-made Massif test
bench. The procedure makes it possible to quantify the differences
between experimental and calculated results for nonlinear vibrations
that include shocks and friction for whatever configuration considered
[9]-

Several finite-element models have been developed to represent
the characteristics specific to the RCC assemblies and the guide tubes
for the different series of power plants. In all cases, in order to reduce
the number of shock nodes, a model that represents the contacts for
one single rod and one equivalent "large-size" rod, which has the
equivalent mass, stiffness and damping characteristics of all the
twenty-three rods (Fig. 7), is used. In addition, the spider and drive
shaft are modelled by means of cylinder and beam elements, and the
effect of water has been taken into account by adding masses that vary
with each containment

The hydraulic loads expressed in a temporal form are applied on
carefully chosen nodes of the structure meshing.

The value of displacements (Fig. 8) and contact forces are given
for each calculation step. The corresponding files are then post-
processed in the wear calculation module which comprises the wear
model incorporating kinetics presented in section 8.

7 - OPERATION FEEDBACK
The RCC assemblies are inspected once every two to three years

with the aid of non invasive techniques. The examinations are aimed
to ensure that the component meets the required safety criteria [10],
and in particular, that the damaged condition of the assembly (due to
impact/sliding wear) will remain benign under normal operating
conditions until the next inspection. Such a requirement needs
defining rejection criteria that wear of an RCC assembly will not
progress to exceed certain limits during the next two to three years.
These criteria incorporate the measurement uncertainty and the
phenomenon of (overall) kinetics.

The inspection of RCC assemblies takes place in two stages
while the unit is shutdown:

- an examination of the twenty-four rods in each assembly is first
carried out by means of eddy current measurement over the whole
height of the fuel rod using pancake coils. This is the wear detection
stage which allows one to pinpoint wear in a lengthwise direction and
to determine the percentage of the average missing section relative to
the rod cladding section (Fig. 9),



- an ultrasonic (US) examination is made locally in front of areas
chosen at the end of the eddy current inspection. This i s the wear
characterization stage which allows one to determine the
circumferential expansion and the depth of wear (Fig. 10).

At the end of each stage, suitable rejection criteria are applied to
the RCC assemblies for replacement In the majority of cases, RCC
assemblies are rejected on the basis of the ultrasonic criterion.

For safety and economic reasons, the RCC assemblies are kept in
the reactor for the longest possible time while remaining within their
critical wear values. A scheme to "spread" the wear over a larger area,
hence extending the life span of the assemblies, has been established.
This scheme involves axially shifting the RCC assemblies, according
to a finite number of possible withdrawal positions, by varying the
withdrawal a few centimeters every time a cycle starts (the duration of
a cycle is approximately one year).

The instrument for inspection provides real-time acquisition of
signals which are analyzed and converted into percentages and wear
depths. When all the RCC assemblies in a unit are checked, three data
files are obtained. They contain the characteristics (age, group to
which they belong, position in the core) of each RCC assembly
checked and of those rejected (if any), and the list of eddy currents
defects and ultrasonic defects for each RCC assembly.

A data base, which incorporates all die available field inspection
results and, additionally, information on the unit operating sequences
during the cycle prior to the inspection (operating hours, number of
automatic shutdowns for the reactor, etc.), has been built and used by
various groups at EDF. These data can be used in statistical analyses
that allow one to display the parameters affecting the advent of wear
and to develop empirical laws of wear from the corresponding wear
data.

A number of studies have shown that wear rate decreases with
time. These studies were based upon the observation of wear over
several reactor cycles (about on year per cycle) and they led to the
statistical determination of a law in the form U(t) = f(t) where U(t) is
the amount of wear loss at time t as a percentage of the original
section of the rod cladding. In these studies, various functions of time
were applied to the empirical wear laws, some resulted in wear being
increased toward a constant value (i.e. a zero kinetics) while others
toward an infinite value. However, they show in general that wear is
not a linear function of time, which implies the existence of a relation
between wear kinetics and wear value. A possible approach of the
kinetics therefore consists in analyzing how the wear varies between
two cycles whatever these cycles may be, and in determining
statistically a law in the form U(t) - U(t-l) = g{U(t-l)], i.e. U'(t) =
g[U(t)], the determination of U(t) being achieved by the solution of
this differential equation (Fig. 11).

In this approach, as in the preceding one, the difficulty lies in the
follow-up of the wear history from one cycle to the other owing to
various reasons; especially the rejection of RCC assemblies, the axial
shifting of RCC assemblies each time a new cycle starts, the
inaccurary of wear detection in altitude, i.e., lengthwise, and missing
information from some early inspections. Therefore, despite the very
many data available, there are only few points concerning the whole
data base that could be used to plot U'(t) as a function of U(t) and to
make statistical adjustment

However an analysis of the complete data base has enabled
the construction of an exponential function through a cluster of

2,000 wear data points gathered between two consecutive field
opertion cycles.

This function is formulated as follows:
U'(t) = Dexp[-mU(t)] + p (1)

As this function tends towards a strictly positive limit as t
approaches infinity, we can deduce that the corresponding function
U(t) could approach infinity itself.

The exact solution of Eq. (1) being a function of a rather
sophisticated equation, has been approximated by a simpler function
making it easier to be implemented in the wear calculation module.
This has the form (Fig. 12):

U(t) » C [1 - exp(-nt)] + St (2)
The global model proposed in Chapter 11 uses an equation in the

form (2); the numerical values that illustrate the presented example
correspond to a set of data selected in the whole base for a particular
plant. In equations (1) and (2) all the parameters have positive values.

8 - CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING WEAR MODELLING
There is the descriptive model which describes the phenomena

observed directly or indirectly, explains and interprets these
phenomena, and proposes a forecast The metallography investigation,
which may include observation of the morphologies of wear traces,
estimation of the causes and interpretation of the results of damages,
belongs to this approach.

The quantification of variables, such as the wear volume loss in a
given period of time that are of interest to designers and operators of
power plants and in industry in general, requires the development and
use of expressions or wear laws that would enable one to express these
variables in terms of available data from a tribological system.

In hydrodynamic and elastohydrodynamic lubrication, analytical
models deduced from laws that govern fluid mechanics and the theory
of elasticity are exact representations and allow, for instance, for very
precise applications to journal bearings and thrust bearings. On the
other hand, our knowledge is less advanced in non-lubricated sliding
contacts.

The analytical models proposed for friction [11] and sliding wear
[12, 13, 14] use many parameters that describe the mechanical
properties of the materials and the topographic characteristics of the
surface. Some of these parameters are not readily obtainable in
practice, and furthermore their variations, as wear progresses, are not
always known. Nevertheless, attempts on analytical modelling are
highly interesting and can help promote the advancement of
tribological science; these models however are not yet suitable for
practical applications to solve industrial problems.

In the case of impact wear, there are also other mechanisms
involved in the wear process. Attending phenomena, such as the
incubation period that precedes the detachment of wear particles and
the strain hardening effect, all combine to make any modelling attempt
even more difficult [IS]. Taking impact and sliding loads into account
further increase the complexity of an analytical study. In addition,
there is also the uncertainty of changes in materials and their surface
properties as wear progresses, e.g., the phenomena of functional
adjustment regarding roughness, strain hardening, cracking and
finally, loosening of particles [16,17].

Tribologists are consequently exhorted to be patient and modest
with regard to the possibility of arriving at a universal wear model, as



Ko [18] stated: "in view of the complexity of the wear processes, the
development of a general wear model that encompasses all loading
situations, wear mechanisms and interface and environmental
conditions is an impossible task. However, it may be possible to
develop several wear models (equations), each with its own set of
boundary conditions".

However, industrial requirements make it necessary to use
whatever predictive models that are available. Yet the quality of many
of these ought to be improved as pointed out by Godet [19, 20]:
"Modelling friction and wear is a challenge for the future, yet design
engineers require that information now. Such information must be
made available because of the considerable impact it will have on
today's technology. The problem is to decide whether it will be
obtained with the help of tribologists or in spite of them. If
tribologists concerned with dry friction problems and wear
acknowledge this need, they can still play a part in introducing their
understanding in the modelling. If not, computer codes will continue
as they do now to offer formulas chosen without discrimination but
which, because of their very existence, will be used in industry at a
large setting, a trend which will take years to reverse".

In mis spirit, many semi-empirical wear laws have emerged.
They are adapted to well-defined industrial situations and are based
on studies of parameters that are deemed the most significant and of
necessity to be taken into account in complex tribological systems
[21]. Regarding the impact/sliding wear of internal structures in PWR
reactors subjected to flow-induced vibrations, several modelling
approaches tailored to the configurations involved have been carried
out by industrial research groups. These approaches are often based
upon a wear law credited to Archard [22] and expressed in such a way
that they can be used in computer codes [23 to 28].

The model proposed below is of the same nature. It is original in
that it is based not only on experimental results obtained from wear
machines but also on field data thus allowing the "in-service" wear
kinetics to be taken into account. The input variables of the wear
model are those obtained from calculations of the RCC assembly
behaviour under non-linear dynamic conditions. The parameters that
apply to the proposed law are obtained from test results of the wear-
inducing machines and from manipulation of the field data provided
by the operation group.

9 - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF IMPACT/SLIDING WEAR
The understanding and subsequent modelling of impact/sliding

wear of PWR internal components form the subject of a research
programme which was initiated in 1988 by the Research and
Development Division at EDF [29,30].

The experimental portion of the programme was carried out in
the Wear and Tribology Laboratory (Laboratoire Usure et Tribologie:
LUT) which is part of the Mechanics and Component Technology
(MTC) Branch in the EDF Research Center of Les Renardieres, 80 km
south of Paris. The Material Studies (EMA) Branch, which is also
located in Les Renardieres, has at its disposal the equipment needed to
perform metallurgical examination of worn samples.

With a view to performing the tests under the best possible
representative conditions, a loop facility (named Presteau) operated
under conditions similar to those in the PWR primary system (320°C,

1S.S MPa) including water chemistry and oxygen content, has been
built for supplying pressurized water to three wear simulators.

The Vibrateau simulator (Fig. 13), which was started in 1991 and
was built in collaboration with the French Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA), is fitted with a mechanical excitation device
actuated by an eccentric gear that transmits a reciprocal motion to a
mobile test piece-holder rod. The excitation shaft enters the
pressurized enclosure through a leakproof bushing equipped with
gaskets having the ability to withstand at least several hundred hours
of testing. The flow rate within the test cell is 0.5 kgs'1 at 320°C and
15.5 MPa.

The Erable 1 and 2 simulators (Fig. 14) are two identical
machines that were purchased from Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECL) and were put online respectively at the beginning
and at the end of 1994. The vibration generator is a system that
incorporates eccentric moving parts attached to the lower end of the
excitation tube which transmits the motions to the test area inside the
autoclave through a flexible sleeve which also acts as a seal. The
operating conditions for the Erable machines are 310cC and 11.7 MPa
with a flow rate of 0.3 kgs'1 for each machine.

The three simulators are fitted with high-temperature sensors
allowing one to measure the displacement of the mobile test piece and
the contact forces upon the stationary test piece in two perpendicular
directions within the wear area.

The test measurements are acquired using a digitizing system
with a sampling rate (20 kHz) high enough to reveal the frequency
contents of the shortest impacts. These signals are saved concurrently
in an analog form on a magnetic recorder.

Data acquisition and processing are carried out using the
Amadeus software developed from an off-the-shelf product called Lab
Windows CVI. The data processing calculates such significant
variables as normal and tangential contact forces, sliding distances
and rates, impact rates, contact time, wear work rate, etc. These are
later used in the statistical analyses. Various types of contact detection
techniques (position, force or electric contact) were used to determine
the actual contact time and to characterize the dynamics generated by
the machines.

Various testing programmes have been implemented on these
simulators, these included: reproducibility tests to assess the scattering
of the results; tests aimed to determine the impact of the temperature
upon wear, comparative tests for assessing the wear resistance of
coatings and surface treatments; and parametric tests aimed to study
the effects on wear of different variables, e.g., type of motion, load,
contact pressure and test duration, on wear and to give the values of
coefficients for wear models. The effect of the guide card wear on the
wear of a new rod was also studied.

The test specimens used in these simulators are made from
components similar to those used under real operating conditions with
regard to the materials, geometry (shapes and clearances) and surface
conditions. Wear is measured by weighing the test specimens before
and after the test using a balance with a 10 |ig resolution and
following a strict cleaning and drying procedure.

A 3D profilometer (mechanical scanning microscope) with
associated operating software is used for the study of surface
conditions (obtaining roughness parameters) and for the determination
of wear volumes. The worn specimens were also sectioned and then



metallurgically examined with the aid of scanning electron
microscopy and micro-hardness testing.

A general modelling approach of the semi-empirical type consists
in correlating the wear volumes and the measured energy-related
values from the experimental tests. The long-term wear kinetics is
then introduced into the model from the field data provided.

10 - ARCHARD's MODEL
Archard's law in its initial form for adhesive wear due to sliding

[22], expresses the wear volume by the relation:
k F L (3)

H
where V = wear volume, k = dimensionless wear coefficient,

L = sliding length, F = normal contact force, and
H "hardness.

This expression has been broadly represented throughout the
literature. The hardness which is one of the major parameters, has
been incorporated into the wear coefficient which then assumes the
dimension of an inverted pressure unit. Thus in SI units, we have:

V = KFL (4)
where V = wear volume (m3), F • normal force (N),

L - sliding length (m) and K = wear coefficient (Pa'1).
It has been established that this expression which was initially

proposed for adhesive wear could be also used in the cases of
abrasion, tribochemical wear and fatigue wear provided that they are
predominantly in sliding contact [31].

The FL product has the dimension of work without any apparent
physical meaning as the force and the displacement are perpendicular.
However, one can think of the work as being carried out by the
tangential component and that the wear coefficient also includes the
friction coefficient Frick [32] introduced the following expression:

V = K W (5)
where W = wear work (J).

If an incremental amount of sliding dL takes place during a time
dt, and if F is supposed to be constant, the expression becomes:

_ V p —I? (&\

* I JL
sliding rate

wear work rate
or R = KFv = K P (7)
where R = wear rate (mV1), v = sliding rate (ms"1), and

P = wear work rate (Watt).
Under varying contact conditions, the average values of the

variables can be calculated over the periods of time considered. One
could demonstrate that, whatever the guide shape, the sliding distance
is equal to die length of travel of the center of the test piece during the
time in contact, assuming that the rotation of the impacting body
about its axis is negligible.

The wear coefficient, which may differ for the two bodies in
contact even though the materials are identical, is a constant under
given conditions which incorporates all the characteristics of a
tribological system, the individual and mutual effects of which cannot
be modelled at present Indeed, with regard to the RCC assembly

rods, the contact geometry appears to have some effect on the wear
coefficients. They differ for:

a) confonnal contacts (such as the rod meeting the cylindrical
portion of the guide card and being exposed to a "crescent-shaped"
wear), and

b) the contraformal contacts (the rod impinging against the edges
created by the grooves on the guide card and undergoing a
"V-shaped" wear). Wear coefficients are noticeably higher in the latter
case (Fig. 18). The contact pressure is rather different in both cases
and this may explain the different behaviours.

11 - A WEAR MODEL INCORPORATING KINETICS
Archard's law assumes that the wear rate is proportional to wear

work rate and the wear volume is proportional to time without
considering any influence of wear kinetics.

On the first point, some experimental results obtained at AECL
by Fisher [33] and earlier by Ko [34], each with a slightly different
expression, show that in the case of steam generator tubes, the wear
rate is linked to wear power by a power law in the form of:

R = AP" (8)
where R = wear rate (mY1), A, b are constants and

P is the wear work rate (W).
In the case of the RCC assemblies, tests conducted in the Wear

and Tribology Laboratory at EDF also confirmed this nonlinear
tendency. For instance, some experimental results show that, in the
case of wear of the non-coated austenitic stainless steel cladding with
a guide card on groove edges, the wear rate could be related to the
wear power by the following expression (Fig. 15):

R = 2xl<r I 3P1 7 2 4

In other respects, field results show that the average wear kinetics
decreases with time and tends towards a wear rate that is almost
asymptotic.

Based on the above observations, the following model is
proposed:

Firstly, a law in the form R - APb is introduced; the coefficients
A and b are determined from results of short-duration tests (about a
hundred hours) carried out on wear simulators for ail material couples
and contact conditions in accordance with the industrial operating
conditions. On the scale of realistic operation duration (several years)
over which the wear resistance of the RCC assemblies is to be studied,
the wear rate values obtained from laboratory testing may be regarded
as the initial rates, R,, of the wear process.

Secondly, a law of wear kinetics based on the field data is also
introduced. It comprises an exponentially decreasing wear rate which
decreases asymptotically from an initial value R, towards a limiting
non-zero value S according to the expression:

R = (R»-S)exp(-nt)+S (9)
where R = instant wear rate (m s"), R,, = initial wear rate (mV1),

S = limit wear rate (mV), t - t ime(s) , n = time constant and
R,, = AP"" as defined earlier.

For each set of parameters describing a particular wear
configuration, the dynamic computations using Code_Aster allow us
to obtain one value of the wear work rate P under this configuration.
Each value of the wear work rate is supposed to be a constant versus
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time and must be sufficient to produce at least the wear rate
corresponding to the limit value S.

We can finally express the wear volume as a function of wear
work rate and time as follows:

[l-exp(-nt)] + St (10)

The trends of the expressions for R and V are shown in Fig. 16.
The above expression comprises two independent variables,

namely the wear work rate and the time, and four parameters: A and b
are derived from the results of laboratory tests, S and n are derived
from "in service" field data.

From results derived from wear measurements made in a given
power plant during several years of operation the following values for
S and n are obtained:

S = 1.14 x 10"" m V and n = 2.44 x 10"* s"1

Substituting these values and the values for A and b obtained
earlier to the above equation, the numerical expression of the
proposed law becomes:

'2X10'13 P172* - U4xl0""
V =

-16 "j

or

244X10"8

[(1 - exp (-2.44 x 10"* t)J + 1.14 x 10"" t

V = (8.2 x 10"* P1 •"* - 4.67 x 10"*)
[(1 - exp (-2.44 x 10"* t)] + 1.14 x 10"" t

(ID

(12)

Fig. 17 shows a 3-D plot of wear volume, calculated from the
above expression, vs the wear work rate and time.

This model has been installed in the Codejister post-processor
which computes the wear from the results of dynamic calculation of
the wear work rate values for all the configurations considered. A
coefficient library provides a collection of values and helps to select
various values for the model parameters.

Lastly, a command in the post-processor allows one to obtain the
wear depths and consequently to assess the risk of having the cladding
perforated, using geometrical relations established for all the real
situations.

With regard to die crescent-shaped wear, it is possible to
establish an analytical expression of the relationship between the
worn area and the wear depth for a section of the rod. This
relationship can be validated by comparison with the real wear
profiles obtained during ultrasonic examinations for wear. An even
more precise comparison can be made by using the profiles directly
measured on sections of worn rods obtained from one of the power
plants (Fig. IS).

In the case of V-shaped wear found on the edges of the grooves
of guide cards, only by applying a planimetric method to the real
profiles of the worn sections would allow one to get the worn area -
wear depth relation.

The progression (or extrapolation) from a worn area in a section
to a wear volume over the height of the guide card can be made by
assuming that the profile of the worn section remains constant over
the whole height considered, which is confirmed by the worn RCC
assemblies received from power plants.

12-DISCUSSION
The general form of the wear law proposed in this model,

although more complicated than Archard's law, remains fairly simple

as it includes two variables and four parameters. It aims to improve
the prediction possibilities in a given industrial situation, such as
PWR internal components that are subjected to vibratory wear due to
fluid flow.

The main concept in developing the proposed model is to take
advantage of all the data available, namely the results of relatively
short duration tests carried out on wear simulators, and field data
supplied by Operation over many years, and to introduce them into a
numerical computation tool mat eventually allows one to conduct
parametric predictive studies.

Combining two series of data of different origins into a single
model may seem arbitrary as the nature between an experimental
situation in which all the test parameters are measured and a real
industrial situation in which only the end result is accessible, i.e. the
wear measured after one year or more, is different

More specifically, changes in the wear work rate developed in the
contacts when the reactor is in service are not readily accessible, only
real-size tests (Magaly mockup) and numerical modelling allow one
to assess these changes.

Wear kinetics as observed in the reactor are largely dispersed and
their interpretation is one of the targets of numerical simulations. This
dispersion can be interpreted by the model using the wear work rate
variable: the average wear kinetics introduced from data provided by
operation feedback corresponds to an average wear work rate for all
the data processed. This kinetics can be retained but the severity of
the resulting wear will depend on the wear work rate values which
reflect the strength of the excitation conditions.

It is also conceivable to deduce other wear kinetics that are
adapted to specific situations, such as, reactor-series, power plant,
layout of the RCC in the reactors, type of control rod, and axial
location of the wear on control rods, by making the appropriate
selection on the data base.

The scope of validity of the model takes into account the
probable realistic situations for the physical variables introduced:

- the time domain may vary from one year to several decades,
-the wear volume calculated is meaningless unless it remains

lower than the volume "liable to wear out" of die cladding material in
a given configuration, i.e. about 2.S x 10"7 m3 for the RCC assemblies
in the 900MW series, and 5xlO"7m3 in the 1300MW series.
Practically, only the wear of a percentage of the maximum volume is
admissible to guarantee that control rods will remain functional
throughout the next operating cycle,

-the wear work rates that have been computer-estimated or
measured on mockup allow one to consider an effective scope for this
variable ranging from 0.001 Watt to 0.1 or 0.2 Wan.

It should be advisable to point out that if an asymptotic value S
of the wear rate were introduced into the model, the calculations
would be meaningful only for values of the wear work rate high
enough for the threshold P £ Ps to be attained (Fig. 15).

The value S = 0 would correspond to a wear rate that becomes
zero as time passes and consequently to a horizontal asymptote for the
curves V = f(t).

If one puts b = 1 in the expression R - APb, one again arrives at a
linear law and, in the relation between the wear rate and the wear
work rate, the coefficient A men becomes the wear coefficient K,
according to Archard's interpretation. However the law of kinetics
can still be applied as a complement to Archard's law by taking

11



judicious selection so as to maintain the global consistency in terms of
the real situations which one is willing to model.

The approach proposed, beyond the illustration presented under
particular contact conditions therefore supposes that not only a
coefficient data base is available for all the situations met in the
industry (materials, coatings, contact geometry, ...) but also that
various laws of kinetics can be used to differentiate the configurations
to be studied. Considerable experimental work on wear simulators and
many statistical studies based on operation feedback results are
currently carried out so as to introduce, in the future, into the
Code_Aster the values of coefficients that would be suitable for use
with any configuration needed by the designer or the operator.

13-CONCLUSION
Impact/sliding wear on a number of components in pressurized

water reactors that occurs under the action of flow-induced vibrations
must be controlled for reasons linked to safety and economic criteria.

A considerable amount of research and development effort has
been made by EDF to improve the understanding and modelling of
this mode of damage so that predictive parametric studies can be
performed.

The modelling of all the phenomena leading to wear includes the
determination of hydraulic excitation sources, the calculation of the
structure response, kinematics and non-linear dynamics with regard to
loose supports and, lastly, the calculation of wear volumes and wear
depths.

Field data obtained from reactor operations provide information
on the real wear kinetics and allow the whole approach to be
validated.

A wear model with kinetics based not only on experimental
results obtained on wear simulators but also on operation feedback
results have been proposed and applied to the case of RCC assemblies
and RCC guide tubes.

This model implemented in the Code_Aster (mechanical code
developed by EDF R and D Division), can be applied equally to steam
generator tubes.

In both cases, namely RCC assemblies and steam generator
tubes, it is deemed advisable to continue the experimental activities
and the analysis of operation feedback results so as to have at one's
disposal the required sets of values for the parameters needed for the
numerical simulation of as many configurations as possible.
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